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We establish the following hypothesis:
1. Adequated Moduli Problem:  

[F. Bulnes, PAMJ, 2014, F. BULNES, TMA, 2015]
2. Extension of Commutative Rings:

Formal Deformations of Sheaves  can 
extended to deformation of categories 
to QFT



4. Twisted Nature of the Derived Categories
D x on an appropiate stack:

[F. Bulnes, ILIRIAS ZbMATH, 2014]
NOTE: Here is exhibited the Cohomology
space [F. Bulnes, TMA, 2016]

Inside of quasi-coherent category given by
[F. Bulnes, APM, 2013]

which carry us to the ramification problem.
5. We consider QFT AND TFT in the Derived
Categories frame to define de co-cycles of



Then field ramifiations are connections of 

Proof (Mein Theorem or Theorem 4. 1).
-First we demonstrate the equality between

and              (diagram) in the derived
categories class .



Then is demonstrated the first decendant 
Isomorphism:

NOTE:

We consider a Langlnds correspondence such that:
arriving to            which 

gives the equivalence of complexes:

[F. Bulnes, JMSS, 2013]

[F. Bulnes, scirp, USA, 2016]



By Frenkel equivalence: 

Each quasi-coherent sheaf on the kernel of
the right side of the before equivalence
corresponds an object of then:

a). The functor is the Hecke functor.
b). It´s integral transform such that

And equivalent to



But by 
Steinberg manifold structure to Langlands 
Correspondence given by    such that:

By K-theory, the Steinberg variety who have
Elements           that satisfy: 

Then is had that: 

Then this the hypercohomology in the down 
line through Hitchin mapping takes the fields 



In the context of the Differential operators algebra:
We can to give the commutative rings diagram:

Then we have the Penrose transform in the 
decendant isomorphism whose field solutions are 
To the equations da = 0.
An extended version of Penrose Transform to 
deformed modules version                    consider 
The deformed Mukai-Fourier transform.
Then the Yoneda algebra given by                    
Can stablish the endomorphism of critial level modules 



Then is completed the sequence of critical Verma
Modules (projective Harish-Chandra module to 
Whole sequence),
The global functor to the diagram in question until

is: 

To their Spectrum (in the Hamiltonian variety)
We use the quantum cohomology space versión:



Thanks!!


